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Salt basins occur worldwide (Figure 1), and large hydro-
carbon deposits are often associated with the presence of
salt structures due to favorable conditions for accumulation
and trapping of oil and gas.  Because of the cost and diffi-
culty of drilling subsalt, it is important to be able to image
subsalt prospects correctly. However, the large velocity con-
trast between the salt and sediments, and the complexity of
many salt bodies, make subsalt imaging a difficult task. A
step-change in technology is therefore required, and two
recent workshops have been held to address the issues. The
“Workshop on Subsalt Imaging Problems: Practical Problems
Seeking Solutions” was held at the Colorado School of Mines
in 2005, during which presenters from oil and service com-
panies focused on the difficulties of subsalt imaging (Leveille
et al., TLE 2005). The 2006 SEG/EAGE Summer Research
Workshop on “Subsalt Exploration and Development:
Imaging, Interpretation, and Drilling—What have we
learned?” covered a wide range of salt-related issues includ-
ing acquisition, imaging, interpretation, geologic and veloc-
ity model building, pore pressure and geomechanics (Sava,
TLE 2006).

Even with an accurate image of salt and prospective
subsalt structures, exploration companies must deal with
the expensive and risky proposition of drilling through salt.
Since salt is impermeable, high pore pressure may be trapped
below the salt. In addition, the large contrast in mechanical
properties between salt and the surrounding sediments may
lead to drilling problems due to a reduced fracture gradi-
ent above and below salt.  The difference between the pore
pressure and fracture stress (the allowable mud weight win-
dow) may therefore be small below salt. If the mud weight
is too low, formation fluids may enter the wellbore and, in
the worst case, could lead to loss of the well. A mud weight
that is too high could result in a low rate of penetration and
fracturing of the formation. The challenges of subsalt explo-
ration and development demand nonstop improvement in
technology, and this special section of The Leading Edge pre-
sents a snapshot of work in progress. 

Advances in acquisition occur continually, and much
emphasis has been placed on the use of wide-azimuth acqui-
sition for subsalt imaging using either towed streamers or
seafloor receivers.  In the first paper in this special section,
Lewis and Neal consider whether wide azimuth seismic is
worth the investment, using the subsalt Jack asset in the
deepwater Gulf of Mexico as an example. Using ray trac-
ing and 1D and 2.5D finite difference models, the authors
show that the potential increase in image quality resulting

from a wide azimuth survey is primarily due to the inher-
ent multiple suppression and, to a much lesser extent, to
increased subsalt illumination. The authors argue that the
higher image quality leads to a clearer understanding of
structure and, therefore, a better characterization of risk and
uncertainty of subsalt projects.

In the second paper, Kapoor et al. discuss several rich
azimuth (RAZ) and wide-azimuth (WAZ) designs, and com-
pare the results with conventional narrow azimuth surveys
with full processing including multiple attenuation. They
conclude that WAZ and RAZ surveys provide a step-change
improvement in subsalt imaging by improving signal-to-
noise ratio and illumination in complex subsalt areas as
well as providing an inherent attenuation of multiples. These
surveys also provide opportunities for improving the accu-
racy of velocity models and other processes by using the
additional azimuthal data.

Subsalt imaging is dependent on identifying and defin-
ing the salt geometry, and Mosher et al. discuss the use of
iterative imaging for subsalt interpretation and model build-
ing. This is made possible by the availability of increased
computational speed, improved imaging algorithms and
integrated interpretation platforms, and allows a number
of geologic interpretations to be tested for fit to the seismic
data. They show that the use of iterative imaging leads to
significant reductions in cycle time, resulting in improved
imaging and more accurate interpretation below salt.

Winbow et al. observe that the illumination of subsalt
reflectors depends on reflection angle, with large reflection
angles sometimes having a higher signal-to-noise ratio. In
addition, the strength of noise such as intra-salt multiples

varies with reflection angle. The authors
present a case history of imaging under
a Gulf of Mexico salt mass, in which a
common-reflection angle migration
(CRAM) is used to show that for gen-
tly dipping reflectors under steeply dip-
ping salt, the signal-to-noise ratio is
significantly improved by splitting the
output data into common reflection
angle volumes. They suggest that the
superiority of CRAM imaging over
Kirchhoff for this example is probably
due to multipathing, which is taken into
account in CRAM, but not in Kirchhoff.

Helsing and Berman observe that in
complex velocity environments such as
beneath or adjacent to salt, full-offset
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Figure 1. Worldwide distribution of offshore salt sheets [from Farmer
et al., (Oilfield Review, 1996), adapted from Ward et al. The Leading
Edge (1994)].

Worldwide distribution of 
offshore salt sheets

[from Farmer et al., (Oilfield Review, 1996), adapted from Ward et al. The Leading Edge (1994)]
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Migration = Imaging  with an adjoint operator

mmig = L!dobs

recorded seismic data

migration operator

migrated image

mmig = L!dobs

mmig = L!dobs

mmig = L!dobs



 Non-unitary seismic imaging operators:
• Irregular acquisition geometry
• Complex velocity model
• Bandlimited  seismic data

migration ≠ inversion
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Least-squares imaging

d = Lm



Least-squares imaging

d = Lm

m̂ = (L!
L)"1

L
!
dobs

Clapp (2005), and Kuhl & Sacchi (2003)



Inversion in the image space

m̂ = (L!
L)"1

L
!
dobs

m̂ = H
!1

mmig



 versusL!L H

iterative 
solver

cost per 
iteration

two 
migrations

one sparse matrix 
vector 

multiplication

cost 
upfront none

approximately 
two migrations

HL!L



Hm̂ = mmig

Inversion in the image space 
and the PSF
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point spread function                     object                                   image           

Hm̂ = mmig

?
iterative solver

Inversion in the image space 
and the PSF



Diagonal Hessian approximations
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Diagonal Hessian approximations

Rickett (2003), weighting functions from 
reference images

Cross correlation imaging condition 

Happr = I
Division by shot illumination imaging 
condition 

Happr = diag (H)



Non-diagonal Hessian 
approximations
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• Hu et al. (2001), horizontally invariant 
deconvolution operator
• Guitton (2004), bank of matching filters

Non-diagonal Hessian 
approximations



Point Spread Function in a 
complex model



Point Spread Function in a 
complex model

salt

diagonal of the Hessian



Migrated image



 Image after inversion
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 Image after inversion
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Shot profile prestack migration

mmig(x,h) = L!dobs(xs,xr;!)
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Hessian matrix

H(x,h;x!,h!) = L!L

one way wave equation 
Green’s functions 
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Hessian matrix

H(x,h;x!,h!) = L!L

L!L =
!

!

!

xs
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!
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one way wave equation 
Green’s functions 

G(x,xs;!)
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Hessian matrix

H(x,h;x!,h!) = L!L

L!L =
!

!

!

xs

G!(x + h,xs;!)G(x! + h!,xs;!)

!

xr

G!(x! h,xr;!)G(x! ! h!,xr;!)

source term 

receiver term 
one way wave equation 

Green’s functions 
G(x,xs;!)

G(x,xr;!)

x = (x, y, z) h = (hx, hy)
xs = (xs, ys) xr = (xr, yr)



Tikhonov regularization
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Tikhonov regularization

(H + !R) m̂!mmig = r " 0

R = I damping
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Why prestack image domain?



  Wave-equation inversion regularization 
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  Wave-equation inversion regularization 
schemes

• Clapp (2005), and Kuhl & Sacchi (2003), 
regularization in the offset-ray parameter

Why prestack image domain?



  Wave-equation inversion regularization 
schemes

• Clapp (2005), and Kuhl & Sacchi (2003), 
regularization in the offset-ray parameter
• Shen et al. (2003), subsurface-offset 
differential semblance operators

Why prestack image domain?



Tikhonov regularization

(H + !R) m̂!mmig = r " 0

R = P2
h

weighting 
subsurface-offset 

gathers



Reflection-angle gathers

regular 
illumination

irregular 
illumination



Subsurface-offset to 
reflection-angle

SEP–108 Shot-profile angle gathers 5

Example common-image gathers

Figure 3 illustrates the effect velocity plays on offset-domain common-image gathers. The

three panels show CIGs produced by migrating the Marmousi synthetic dataset with three

different velocity models: the correct velocity [panel (a)], a velocity that is too low [panel

(b)], and a velocity model that is too high [panel (c)]. Interpreting patterns in the offset-

domain CIGs is difficult; however, after transformation to the angle domain (Figure 4, standard

residual-moveout patterns indicates the sign of the velocity error: events curving up meaning

too low, and events curving down meaning too high.

To illustrate the problems associated with sampling for shot-profile migrations, Figure 5

shows the same image gathers as Figure 3, but after migrating only every twentieth shot. Even

if the velocity is correct, energy does not cancel at non-zero offsets, and so events are not flat

in the angle-domain (Figure 6). When the velocities are incorrect, the angle gathers remain

chaotic: shot aliasing has effectively rendered the angle-gathers uninterpretable in terms of

velocities.

Although both de Bruin’s (1991) original methodology and the approach described here

provide means of obtaining common-image gathers from shot-profile migration, the problem

of shot-aliasing remains important for the geometries that are best suited to shot-profile mi-

gration.

Figure 3: Offset-domain common-image gathers. Panels (a), (b), and (c) were mi-

grated with velocity models that were correct, 6% too low, and 6% too high, respectively.

james2-offvel4000 [CR,M]

6 Rickett and Sava SEP–108

Figure 4: Angle-domain common-image gathers. Panels (a), (b) and (c) were migrated with

velocity models that were correct, too low, and too high, respectively. james2-angvel4000

[CR,M]

CONCLUSIONS

We construct offset-domain common-image gathers after shot-profile migration. The offset-

domain gathers then can be transformed to the angle domain by Sava and Fomel’s (2000)

transformation where residual moveout can be used for velocity analysis or image enhance-

ment. The angle domain also potentially contains information about reflectivity as a function

of angle that can be used to infer rock properties across the reflecting interface.

For sparse-shot geometries, suitable for shot-profile migration, however, the problem of

shot-aliasing remains. Shot aliasing can cause corruption of the angle domain gather, render-

ing simple moveout-based velocity analysis very difficult.
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Sparse Hessian matrix
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• Computational savings of five orders 
of magnitude or more compared to a 
direct implementation.
• No velocity model or acquisition 
geometry approximations were made. 
• Still, the 3D Hessian computation 
takes 1000 hours using 32 dual 
processor Opteron nodes in the CEES.

Total computational savings
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3D Gulf of Mexico data
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3D Gulf of Mexico data

10000 shots (200 inline, 50 crossline)
maximum offset 30839 ft
frequency band 5 Hz to 35 Hz

target                  726000 points 
Hessian matrix  7 billion nonzero 
elements
Green’s functions 3 Terabytes
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3D point spread function



Regularization in the poststack 
image domain

(H + !R) m̂!mmig = r " 0



Regularization in the poststack 
image domain

(H + !R) m̂!mmig = r " 0

R = I damping



3D point spread function



3D Inversion with 2D PSF
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3D Inversion with 2D PSF
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Slice of the 3D migration 
(x,y=const,z,angle): reflection angle



Slice of the 3D inversion 
(x,y=const,z,angle):reflection angle



Migration versus inversion
(x,y,z,0º) 

migration inversion

near angle cubes



Migration versus inversion
(x,y,z,30º) 

migration inversion

far angle cubes

noise



3D Migration angle stack



3D inversion angle stack ! = 0.5



Imaging by wave-equation 
inversion can be done in practice

Conclusion
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3D Inversion with 3D PSF
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Slice of the 3D migration 
(x,y=const,z,hx): subsurface offset
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Slice of the 3D inversion 
(x,y=const,z,hx): subsurface offset
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Reflectivity image
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Convolution of the Hessian with the 
reflectivity (forward modeling)
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Migrated image

noise
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Migrated image after filtering
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 Image after inversion
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 Image after inversion (filtered input)
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 Residuals after 7 iterations 
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Improving “illumination” from 
the acquisition side
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B)1(#$(+-&"$&":0'")+$)&(-="5:2"'2;("0#"-)')")+$)&$:<"B$++"/%()'("

&(1(%(" ;%0/(&&$:<" 0%" $7)<$:<" ;%0*+(7&" ." B,$/," )%(" :0'"
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Inversion image
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G(x,xsurf ;!)

G(x, y, z, xsurf , ysurf ;!)

(nx, ny, nz, nxsurf
, nysurf

;n!)

8 ! 4 ! 10
2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 4 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
= 2 ! 10

15

(petabyte)

2 ! 1015

2 ! 102
= 10

13In parallel
(terabytes)

Green’s function dimensions
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H(x,y)

H(x, y, z, x
!
, y

!
, z

!)

(nx, ny, nz, nx, ny, nz)

4 ! 4 ! 10
2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 4 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
= 10

15

Hessian dimensions

(petabyte)
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G(xT ,xs;!)

G(xT , yT , zT , xsurf , ysurf ;!)

(nxT
, nyT

, nzT
, nxsurf

, nysurf
;n!)

8 ! 4 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 ! 4 ! 10
2
! 2 ! 10

2
! 2 ! 10

2
= 2 ! 10

12

2 ! 1012

2 ! 102
= 10

10In parallel

(terabytes)

(gigabytes)

Green’s function dimensions
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H(xT , yT )

H(xT , yT , zT , x
!

T , y
!

T , z
!

T )

(nxT
, nyT

, nzT
, nxT

, nyT
, nzT

)

4 ! 4 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 ! 4 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 ! 2 ! 10 = 10
9

Hessian dimensions

(gigabyte)
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H(xT ,xT + ax)

H(xT , yT , zT , xT + ax, yT + aT , zT + aT )

(nxT
, nyT

, nzT
, nax

, nay
, naz

)

4 ! (4 ! 10) ! (2 ! 10) ! (2 ! 10) ! 10 ! 10 ! 10 = 6 ! 107

Hessian dimensions

(megabytes)
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Toy example

model space

nx = 400
ny = 200
nz = 200

data space

nsx = 400
nsy = 200
nw = 200
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Problem dimensions

Approximation
G

Serial             Parallel
H

NA 2x1015 (petabytes) 1013 (terabytes) 1015 (petabyte)
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Toy example

model space

nxT = 40
nyT = 20
nzT = 20

data space

nsx = 400
nsy = 200
nw = 200
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Problem dimensions

Approximation
G

Serial             Parallel
H

NA 2x1015 (petabytes) 1013 (terabytes) 1015 (petabyte)

target 2x1012 (terabytes) 1010 (gigabytes) 109 (gigabyte)
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Hessian matrix

Sparse symmetric matrix 



Problem dimensions

Approximation
G

Serial             Parallel
H

NA 2x1015 (petabytes) 1013 (terabytes) 1015 (petabyte)

target 2x1012 (terabytes) 1010 (gigabytes) 109 (gigabyte)

structure 2x1012 (terabytes) 1010 (gigabytes) 6x107(megabytes)
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• Least-squares imaging  (explicit Hessian)

• Prestack image-domain Hessian  
• Hessian construction cost
• Inversion with regularization in the 
subsurface-offset domain: Sigsbee model

Outline



Non-diagonal Hessian 
approximations

115



• Hu et al. (2001), horizontally invariant 
deconvolution operator

Non-diagonal Hessian 
approximations

115



• Hu et al. (2001), horizontally invariant 
deconvolution operator
• Guitton (2004), bank of matching filters

Non-diagonal Hessian 
approximations
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From offset to angle

! = (!, ") reflection and azimuth 
angles

slant stack operator

S!!hm(x,!) = m(x,h)

S!!h

116
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Diagonal Hessian approximations

Cross correlation imaging condition 

Division by shot illumination imaging 
condition 

Happr =
!

!

!

xs

G!(x,xs;!)G(x,xs;!)

Happr = I
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Iterative inversion algorithm 

H(x,h;x!
,h

!)m̂(x,h) ! mmig(x,h) " 0

!Phm̂(x,h) ! 0

Ph = |h| differential semblance operator

Inversion in the 
subsurface-offset (DSO)



10 degree cube
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3D Narrow azimuth acquisition
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3D Narrow azimuth acquisition
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3D Narrow azimuth acquisition
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3D Narrow azimuth acquisition
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3D Wide azimuth acquisition
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3D Wide azimuth acquisition
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3D Wide azimuth acquisition
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3D Wide azimuth acquisition
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3D Wide azimuth acquisition
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! = 0.013D inversion angle stack 
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! = 103D inversion angle stack 
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Target-oriented  Hessian

                        3                

Figure 1: Sigsbee velocity model, target zone indicated with the "target" box. Sis_vel [CR]

Figure 2: Sigsbee shot-profile migration image using cross-correlation imaging condition.
mig_Sis [CR]

       

H(xT ;x!
T )
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Hessian sparsity and structure

H(xT ,xT + ax) =
!

!

!

xs

G
!(xT ,xs;!)G(xT + ax,xs;!)

!

xr

G
!(xT ,xr;!)G(xT + ax,xr;!)
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Acquisition geometry: OBC

shot one

shot two

coincidence area
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Acquisition geometry: OBC

shot one

shot two

coincidence area
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Acquisition geometry: OBC

shot one

shot two

coincidence area
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Acquisition geometry: OBC

shot one

shot two

coincidence area



Acquisition geometry: towed streamers

shot one

shot two

coincidence area

shot one

shot two

coincidence area



Acquisition geometry: towed streamers

shot one

shot two

coincidence area

shot one
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coincidence area



Acquisition geometry: towed streamers

shot one

shot two

coincidence area

shot one

shot two

coincidence area



Acquisition geometry: towed streamers

shot one

shot two

coincidence area

shot one

shot two

coincidence area
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Frequency sampling !f = 2.44 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 2.19 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 1.95 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 1.71 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 1.46 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 1.22 Hz
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Frequency sampling !f = 0.97 Hz



“illumination” from all shots:
subsurface offset



Point Spread Function: 
subsurface offset

salt


